
Rocketrip Slashes Travel Expenses By 29% for 
News, Opinion & Entertainment Network TheBlaze Inc.

CASE STUDY

TheBlaze was invited into a 90-day pilot with Rocketrip’s new travel 
management platform, which motivates employees to save on 
business travel by rewarding positive behavior.  For every $2 in 
savings that an employee generated for the TheBlaze, $1 in rewards 
was passed back to the employee for redemption through Rocketrip’s 
gift catalog of top retailers. Employees booking flights 14+ and 21+ 
days in advance of departure were rewarded with a percentage of 
savings from any airfare increases after booking.  Additionally, the 
Rocketrip platform allows open market booking, so business travelers 
are empowered to search for the best deals using their favorite travel 
sites. 

Rocketrip worked with the TheBlaze to set customized logic that 
guided budget pricing based on historical travel and expense data as 
well as examples of out-of-policy behavior. Incorporated as a 
required part of the company's travel management process, TheBlaze 
employees received a personalized budget from the Rocketrip 
Platform before each trip. Every trip budget was dynamically 
calculated using Rocketrip’s patent pending algorithms that 
incorporate real-time pricing for flights, cars rentals and hotels with 
company policy and price normalization logic. Data from purchases 
made on the open market was normalized and incorporated into 
Rocketrip’s reporting suite. 
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TheBlaze is a news, opinion and entertainment  
network founded by leading multi-media 
personality, syndicated talk radio host and 
entrepreneur Glenn Beck. 

THEBLAZE BACKGROUND

SOLUTION

PILOT PROGRAM GOALS

RESULTS OF 90-DAY PILOT PERIOD BASED ON 240 TRIPS BOOKED

No motivation to save 
on travel expense

Last minute travel 
bookings

Reporting and 
accounting challenges

Spending at upper 
limits of travel policy

CHALLENGES

7
m

Managing travel costs for 200+ employees 
taking more than 1,000 trips each year, many 
of which were last minute due to the nature of 
the news business.  

Despite having a travel policy, employees had 
no personal motivation to save and could 
spend at the upper limits of the travel policy.  

Employees were also booking travel through 
personally preferred websites and vendors 
resulting in significant reporting and 
accounting challenges.

Regulate and reduce travel spend by 20%.

Demonstrate a material change in 
employee behavior using incentives to 
drive results. 

Total Savings Exceeded Goals 

Drive a material increase in employee satisfaction 
during the travel management process

YOY savings generated in under months across all travel spend29%

$44,769
Total Savings

3

42%Savings generated 
from flight spend 55% Savings generated 

from hotel spend

$
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Significant Improvements in Advanced Purchases

Rocketrip Identifies Best Policy Savers 

Average Savings Per Trip

FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE IN CORPORATE TRAVEL BEHAVIOR RESULTS IN 
MEANINGFUL REDUCTION IN COST PER TRIP

increase in flights 
booked 21+ days 
in advance 

81%
increase in flights 
booked 14+ days 
in advance 

24%
decrease in flights 
booked within 6 or 
less days of travel

21%

$329 
when choosing a 
low cost carrier

$311 
when staying 
with a friend

$216
when choosing 
train over plane

$108
when choosing 
lowest airfare.

$224
on hotel rates 
when choosing a 
deal or package

$92
by beating 
corporate rate on 
hotel

$

Jeffrey saved $4,481 by 
staying with a friend

Kraig saved $3,556 in 
airfare by choosing the 

lowest fares

William saved $2,420 by 
choosing the lowest fares 

and hotel rates

Sean saved $2,395 by 
choosing a cheaper 

connecting flight and a 
3-star hotel versus a 4-

star via his favorite 
online travel site

Caleb saved $2,120 by 
staying with a friend
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TheBlaze Testimonials

Key Learnings

RESULTS OF 90-DAY PILOT PERIOD BASED ON 240 TRIPS BOOKED

                Rocketrip found that employees were 
                often able to beat the company's 
                corporate rates for hotels by searching 
for deals and booking on the open market.  As a 
result, corporate policy was adjusted to reward 
savings based on open market pricing, resulting in 
increased cost savings for TheBlaze.  

Flight purchase data suggested that when 
booking 14 days or more in advance, employees 
were able to find non-stop flights as cost 
effective as connecting flights. 

                  Thanks to Rocketrip's dynamic reporting   

                  tools, TheBlaze learned that some of their 

                  out-of-policy offenses were unavoidable. 

Rocketrip analysis demonstrated that it is often 

cheaper for producers traveling with heavy production 

equipment in multiple bags to book a first class seat 

with generous free baggage policies over coach seats 

with strict policies and pricey fees. Rocketrip and 

TheBlaze revised the corporate travel policy 

accordingly, resulting in more in-policy behavior. 

Similar allowances were made for rental cars as 

producers are forced to book out-of-policy SUVs to 

accommodate bulky equipment.

 “Rocketrip has helped us achieve our goal of reducing travel costs for our 
employees by challenging our travelers to find the most cost effective way to go 
on the road.  The added benefit is that they get rewarded for making smart travel 
decisions which has improved the morale of our travel-weary employees.” 
            

"You wouldn’t believe how many employees are now making money on the 
trips and saving us money.  This is the kind of world that we should be 
living in now.”

"It is user friendly, you've made it simple to enter info. I find the 
structure of the platform reassuring, so I know I'm staying within 
company policy.”

Glenn Beck
Radio Personality 
& Owner of 
TheBlaze, Inc.

Dan 
Figenshu
VP Finance

Sarah Rivette
Commentary
Editor
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